
SWELLPRO
It is each drone users responsibility to read through the following

document and to be aware of drone laws applicable to them. We also
encourage good ethical behaviour and certain gentleman agreements.

 
Swellpro South Africa is on the forefront of responsible fishing. We pride ourselves in

ensuring that all of our clients are educated on responsible drone fishing practices. There
are certain CAA laws that are set out and are directly applicable to us as fisherman and as

a hobbyist drone user. Not abiding by these laws could result in severe consequences.
Flying a drone comes with responsibility.

GENTLEMEN AGREEMENTS AND UNSPOKEN RULES:
Drone fisherman have a big advantage, therefore respect an area where anglers practicing
traditional casting techniques are present. Moving at least 200m away from them will not take you
out the strike zone, but it will help maintain a good working relationship.
Casting anglers need to find dedicated surf structures to ensure they can find water suitable to hold
good quality fish but that is reachable with a normal cast. Therefore give them right of way where
possible. It is much easier for a drone Fisherman to find and reach suitable hunting grounds.
Barbless hooks whilst drone fishing for sharks is a MUST!
Whilst fishing for big sharks or even big edible fish, stick to one rod per angler. This will avoid the
event of multiple rods going at once and inevitably loosing a big fish unnecessarily. As when the rod
goes, it has your undivided attention.
Always educate yourself before attempting to target the most apex predators that the South African
waters has to offer. People have worked many years to gain the knowledge and skill previously to
reach those waters without a drone. Now the un-experienced can also take part in some of the
biggest and baddest fish SA has to offer. Which is amazing! But do not take this sport lightly, the fish
should be respected and handled with care. Booking with a guide for a few sessions can really
jumpstart your drone fishing career and help educate you exponentially. Visit our website or
duvanfishingcharters.com for more information.
The use of “long-line” fishing style is not supported by any drone company or responsible angler!
You may not drop multiple hooks onto reefs and target endangered species. In SA you are only ever
allowed to make use of two hooks at a time and with drones we try to minimize even this to only
one! Also being aware of you catch limits is absolutely essential for the survival of the sport. 
Catching any fish and selling it is completely illegal!
Be aware of catches like, Yellow belly rock cods, Poenskop/black mussel cracker, Garric, KOB, these
fish are under major threat in SA and should be released as much as possible. The future is in our
hands.



AIRCRAFT PRE FLIGHT CHECKS :
These checks are quick but extremely necessary as they can avoid fatal accidents with the
drone. As the pilot you have the responsibility make sure your craft is in suitable condition.

Always check your surrounds first, is this area suitable?
Check that there are no planes nearby.
Check that there are no power lines nearby.
Make sure the area does not show signs of magnetic interference; YAW value must be stable.
Aircraft should be flashing steady. Double green or at least steady double green single red.
If you have travelled further than 100km from the last destination your craft has been calibrated,
perform calibration again.
Check battery voltage and condition.
Check your props, make sure there are no serious damages and ensure that they are in the right
prop seats i.e. CW is in CW.
Check that the prop seats are in good condition with no cracks. Then perform the pull tests. This
will ensure no flying props or crashing aircrafts.
Check that the aircraft is on a steady and stable position.
Always check that your GPS lid is facing the right way.
Check that the return to home destination is clear of any obstacles.
Finally be aware of the necessary sea fisheries rules and regulations of the area that you are
fishing. Drone users breaking any laws will be treated more harshly. Ignorance is still breaking
the law.

LAWS TO CONSIDER BEFORE ARMING YOUR DRONE:
keep more than 50m from people.
keep more than 50m from roads.
keep more than 50m from buildings.
keep more than 10km from airports.
May only fly RPAS in daylight and clear weather conditions.
May not fly in No Fly Zones. Drones may not be used in any MPA – even for photography.
May not fly on any property without permission from the property owner.
Do not need an RPL (Remote Pilots Licence).
Do not need to register their RPAS (Remotely Piloted Aircraft Systems) aircraft.
Do not need an aviation medical.
Can fly RPAS up to 7kg weight. – your drone and bait together may under no condition be more than
7kg ever.
Can fly up to the height of the highest object in 300m of the drone (up to a max 120m! ).
Can only legally  fly up to 500m away from the pilot, while maintaining direct line of sight (RVLOS).
ALWAYS be aware of your surroundings, make sure the people are informed that you will be arming
your aircraft and starting to fly before you do so.
REMEMBER low flying planes or micro lights always have right of way; lines in their propellers is
likely to cause loss of life


